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Abstract—There is increased interest in measuring kine
rates, lifetimes, and rupture forces of single receptor/liga
bonds. Valuable insights have been obtained from previ
experiments attempting such measurements. However, it
mains difficult to know with sufficient certainty that singl
bonds were indeed measured. Using exemplifying data,
dence supporting single-bond observation is examined and
veats in the experimental design and data interpretation
identified. Critical issues preventing definitive proof and d
proof of single-bond observation include complex bindi
schemes, multimeric interactions, clustering, and heterogen
surfaces. It is concluded that no single criterion is sufficient
ensure that single bonds are actually observed. Howeve
cumulative body of evidence may provide reasonable co
dence. ©2002 Biomedical Engineering Society.
@DOI: 10.1114/1.1467923#

Keywords—Sensitive force techniques, Probabilistic mod
Adhesion likelihood, Attachment lifetime, Rupture force.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to measure molecular interactions at t
single-bond level symbolizes a long-standing theoret
appeal, as it is thought to provide fundamental und
standing of adhesive receptor/ligand binding. It can a
offer insights to, and a basis for, modeling cellular a
hesion mediated by multimolecular interactions. To e
perimentalists, measuring single-bond properties rep
sents quite a technical challenge; yet such data may
easier to interpret, as the interaction has been reduce
its simplest form. In the past decade, there have b
many experimental reports on attempts to observe
mechanical and chemical interactions of single liga
receptor bonds. These experiments consisted of maki
contact between two surfaces, respectively coated w
low densities~or low affinity! of receptors and ligands t
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produce rare adhesions, then monitoring their separa
by forces ranging from several to several hundreds
piconewtons. The forces were generated by different p
cedures, including shear flow,2,22,43 biomembrane force
probe.14,16,30 micropipette aspiration technique,38,39

atomic force microscope ~AFM!,17,26 optical
tweezers,31,44 or microcantilever.42 The measured param
eters included the likelihood of forming attachments a
given contact time,11 the lifetime of attachments at
given force,2 or the rupture force of attachments at
given rate of steadily increasing force.30 While valuable
information has been obtained from these experiment
remains difficult to know with sufficient certainty tha
these measurements indeed probe single bonds, con
to what was claimed by some. Not knowing what a
actually measured obscures the interpretation of data
parameters derived from the data: Are these truly intr
sic properties of single bonds or apparent properties
multibond clusters?

In this commentary, using typical data generated fro
our laboratory, we examine evidence that has been u
to support single-bond conditions in the literature. Sp
cifically, we will consider the validity and caveats of th
following points:

~i! discontinuous and stochastic features;
~ii ! infrequency of binding events and their probab

listic analysis and Monte Carlo simulation;
~iii ! dissociation time course and first-order kinetics
~iv! quantal behavior;
~v! multimeric interaction, clustering, and heterog

neous surface;
~vi! rupture force and expected single-bond streng

and
~vii ! effects of sensitivity cutoff.

DISCONTINUOUS AND STOCHASTIC FEATURES

Why is it by no means obvious that single bonds a
actually observed? Typical sizes of adhesion recep
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306 ZHU et al.
are of the order of 10 nm. At present no experimen
technique exists that allows for direct visualization
single-bond events in real time. Therefore, the sing
bond contention has to be inferred from analyses of
characteristics of what can be measured. It is thus us
to examine the previously used or potential new ar
ments that are considered as suggestive of single-b
events. What, then, are expected characteristics if
measurements reflect single-bond events?

The initial indication that what are being measur
may be single-bond events is usually their discontinu
behavior. For example, titration of the surface density
P-selectin coated on a flow chamber floor led to a reg
in which continuous rolling adhesion of leukocytes b
came no longer possible. Instead, flowing cells were
served to attach to and detach from the surface w
abrupt changes in velocity.2 Adhesions mediated by
biotin/avidin or /streptavidin interactions were sometim
seen to rupture at discrete steps, as revealed by A
measurements.17 Low density of E-selectin coated on th
red blood cell~RBC! surface resulted in ‘‘point attach
ments’’ to the ligand-expressing cell that dissociated
quentially instead of ‘‘area attachments’’ that peeled
continuously, despite the fact that the two cells had b
impinged onto each other by micropipet
manipulation.28

As the experimental conditions were progressiv
changed towards those under which adhesion was
and less favored~e.g., by diluting the site densities of th
interacting molecules, reducing the time or area of th
contact, or lowering their binding affinity!, not only did
binding events become discontinuous but they also
peared stochastic. The observed randomness seem
be inherent to the interaction in question instead of be
associated with experimental errors, as it became m
significant when binding was less frequent but it was
reduced by increase in measurement accuracy. The
pearance of behavioral discontinuity and randomnes
strongly suggestive that these adhesions were medi
by a few bonds.12 It seems logical to reason that th
progression of such discontinuous and random behav
as the binding sites are further diluted, may lead
single-bond conditions. The question is: is it always t
case? If so, how to prove it? If not, under what circu
stances is it not? To answer these questions requires
the seemingly discontinuous and random measurem
be successfully modeled, simulated, and described u
properties of the molecules under conditions in which
small number of them are interacting. Three types
measurements are discussed below: the occurrence,
time, and rupture force of adhesion.
l
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INFREQUENCY OF BINDING EVENTS AND
THEIR PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS AND MONTE

CARLO SIMULATION

A commonly used strategy to achieve, and argum
for observing, single-bond events is their infrequent o
currence. If these focal and discrete adhesion events
mediated by a few bonds, they ought to follow the law
of small numbers. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, whic
shows results of a micropipette experiment similar to t
described in Ref. 28. Here, a single RBC coated with
low density of P-selectin~a few molecules per micron
square! was allowed to make repeated contacts with
human promyelocytic leukemia cell~HL-60! expressing
P-selectin glycoprotein ligand 1~PSGL-1!. When two
cells were moved apart, adhesion, if present, was
tected as the flexible RBC membrane was deflected b
force of a few piconewtons. It was observed that t
infrequent binding occurred as discrete attachment po
that were spatially isolated. The frequenciespn (n
50,1,2,3,...) of observingn-point attachments were
found to follow a Poisson distribution,pn5(^n&n/n!)
3exp(2^n&) @Fig. 1~A!#. The Poisson distribution de
pends on a single parameter, the average number of p
attachmentŝn&, which can be related to the probabilit
of adhesion,Pau0 , by Pau05(1

`pn512exp(2^n&) @Fig.
1~B!#. It is thus possible to express the probabilities
having no attachment (p0) and attachments by 1, 2, 3,..
points (p1 ,p2 ,p3 ,...) in terms ofPau0 . As can be seen
most of the observed adhesions were mediated by sin
point attachments at loŵn& and Pau0 values. Such an
agreement suggests that these point attachments
formed independently of each other and with equal pr
ability, thereby behaving as quantal binding units.

It seems reasonable to hypothesize that the obse
point attachments were individual bonds. A supporti
evidence for this hypothesis is our remarkable ability
describe the likelihood for the random occurrence
these isolated and infrequent adhesions using probab
tic models for small system kinetics, which are form
lated as a set of master equations.11,12,29,53The master
equations take different forms depending on the sche
and mechanism of the reaction. Here, we use a sim
form to illustrate the various points discussed in th
paper:35

dpn

dt
5~n11!kr

~n11!pn112F ~Acmr2n!~Acml2n!
kf

~n11!

Ac

1nkr
~n!Gpn1@Acmr2~n21!#@Acml2~n21!#

3
kf

~n!

Ac
pn21 , ~1!
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FIGURE 1. Comparison between measured „points … and pre-
dicted „curves … probabilities of having n „Ä 0–3… point at-
tachments, p n , as functions of the average number of point
attachments, Šn‹, „A… or Šn‹ as a function of the probability of
adhesion, Paz0 „average over a narrow range within each
bin …, „B… for HL-60 PSGL-1 interacting with P-selectin coated
on RBC. The predictions were calculated using the Poisson
distribution „see the text …. The experiment was done using
the micropipette technique as described in Ref. 28. As Šn‹
and Paz0 increase, the higher p 1 and the lower p 2 and p 3 „A…

and the lower Šn‹ „B… experimental values than their Poisson
counterparts may be due to observation errors. The determi-
nation of an adhesion to be a single-, double-, or triple-point
attachment was made from a planar microscopic observa-
tion, which projected the circular contact disk onto a line. As
such, the observation tended to overestimate p 1 and under-
estimate p 2 and p 3 , because multiple-point attachment
might project as a single-point attachment from the sideview.
This might also bias the calculations of mean and variance
of the number of point attachments based on the measured
p n towards a lower Šn‹ value, especially in high values of Šn‹
and Paz0 , where multiple-point attachments are expected to
be „and were observed to be … more frequent.
where the same symbolpn is used here to denote th
probability of havingn bonds.kf

(n) and kr
(n) are the re-

spective forward- and reverse-rate coefficients for
formation and breakage of thenth bond,mr and ml are
the respective densities of receptors and ligands, andAc

and t are the contact area and time.
An approximate analytical solution to Eq.~1! that

satisfies the initial condition that there is no bond at
50 reads: Pau0512exp$2mrmlAcKa

0@12exp(2kr
0t)#%,

where Ka
0[kf

0/kr
0 is the binding affinity and the super

script 0 indicates that the binding parameters are ev
ated at zero force and are assumed independent ofn.11

This model predicts the Poisson distribution seen in F
1 and relates the average bond number to the molec
properties:̂ n&5mrmlAcKa

0@12exp(2kr
0t)#. More impor-

tantly, it explains quite well the kinetics of the observe
adhesion probability:Pau0 increased with increasing con
tact time t initially and approached a steady state at
became large; and thePau0 vs t curves shifted upward a
mr or ml increased~Fig. 2!. By fitting the measured to
predictedPau0 vs t curves in a range ofmr andml , one
could determine the kinetic mechanism and derive
kinetic rate constants for the interacting receptors a
ligands ~Fig. 2, caption!. The model has been teste
extensively using two very dissimilar families of adh
sion molecules~immunoglobulin superfamily and selec
tins! and similar members within each family~Fig. 2 and
Refs. 10, 11, 28, and 49–51!.

FIGURE 2. Kinetic analysis of adhesions mediated by a low
number of bonds. Plotted are dependences on contact dura-
tion of probability of adhesion between PSGL-1 expressing
HL-60 cells and RBC coated with different densities of
P-selectin as indicated by different symbols. Data, measured
with the micropipette, are presented as mean Á SEM of 3–5
pairs of cells of 100 cycles each. Curves are theoretical fits
to the data using a solution to Eq. „1… „see the text … with
constant kinetic rates „m lA ck f

0Ä0.06 mm2 sÀ1 and k r
0

Ä0.55 sÀ1
… after correction for the nonspecific adhesions „j…

„Ref. 11….
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308 ZHU et al.
An alternative approach to treat the infrequent bind
events is that of Monte Carlo simulations, which h
been successfully used by several groups, primarily
modeling dynamic interactions of cells in a flo
field.7,8,19,23–25,39,41,46In this approach, the fate of a set o
bonds is simulated to generate an ensemble of rea
tions for these random events from which various sta
tics are obtained, instead of solving the probabilities
having bonds in time from the master equations. Ea
simulation mimics an experimental measureme
thereby allowing for direct comparison between simu
tions and observations. For simple kinetic schemes
can be readily shown that the stochastic criteria und
lying the Monte Carlo simulation are equivalent to t
kinetic laws on which the master equations are base27

Thus, the two approaches should provide the same
sults. However, for complex kinetic schemes, multime
interactions, clustering, and heterogeneous surfa
Monte Carlo simulations may be more easily imp
mented computationally because the stochastic crit
remain fairly simple at the level of individual molecule
in elementary reaction steps. By comparison, inclusion
multiple levels of complexity likely results in compli
cated master equations that are no longer solvable
lytically. Another computational advantage of the Mon
Carlo approach is that simulations of chemical kinet
can be easily combined with simulations of other phy
cal aspects, such as the motion of cells in a flow fie
By comparison, solving the master equations simu
neously with equations governing other coupled m
chanical processes can be challenging.

However, the successful modeling and simulation
the kinetic behavior of the observed point attachments
the kinetics of individual bonds does not prove that the
point attachments are indeed single bonds. The rea
for this, as pointed out by Piperet al.,35 is that the same
solution for pn and Pau0 will be obtained ifn in Eq. ~1!
represents, instead of the number of bonds, the num
of point attachments, each of which, in turn, consists
a cluster ofm bonds. Althoughmr andml in such a case
should be interpreted as, instead of the densities of
receptors and ligands themselves, the respective dens
of their clusters, this does not negate the ability forpn to
follow Poisson statistics andPau0 to fit the adhesion data
Only will the value and interpretation of the fitted p
rameterKa

0 be different. Dilution of binding sites can
reduce the average number and frequency of point
tachments. However, this does not necessarily reduce
number of bonds per point attachment even if they are
diluted that, on average, most likely only one pair
molecules would be interacting. The reason is that dil
binding sites are not necessarily distributed uniform
Clusters of binding sites may remain clustered no ma
how dilute they are titrated, which will result in multi
-

-

,

-

n

r

s

-
e

bond adhesions in spite of their discontinuity and infr
quency.

DETACHMENT TIME COURSE AND FIRST-
ORDER KINETICS

The second type of measured quantities is adhes
lifetimes, which is commonly performed using the flo
chamber technique. Here, moving receptor-bearing c
tethered to the chamber floor coated with ligands
densities too low to support rolling. While the duratio
of any single arrest or tethering event seemed rand
the histogram of a large number of these tether lifetim
revealed their underlying probability distribution, whic
should be governed by dissociation kinetics of the int
acting molecules. If single bonds were essentially
sponsible for the observed tethering events, lifetimes
these events should follow single-bond kinetics. A co
monly assumed form of this is first-order irreversib
dissociation with an exponential distribution,Pau1
5exp(2krt), which is a simplest solution to Eq.~1!, with
all kinetic rates set to zero exceptkr

(1)([kr), Pau1 is the
probability for a cell to remind adherent at timet by a
bond that initially exists at time 0. The subscript 1
used to denote this initial conditionPau1(0)51, allowing
it to be distinguished fromPau0, the probability for the
presence of adhesion at timet under the initial condition
Pau0(0)50. Taking the natural log of the event fre
quency linearizes the lifetime histogram of first-ord
dissociation, and the slope of the line is equal to2kr

~Fig. 3!. Lifetime histograms that appear to be expone
tially distributed have indeed been reported, and fir
order irreversible dissociation kinetics has been wid
used to analyze tether lifetimes mediated by selec
ligand interactions measured in flow chamb
experiments.1,2,9,33,36,37,40

By comparison, if additional bonds are allowed
form after the cell has been tethered to the surface by
first bond, a nonlinear ln(Pau1) vs t curve will result~Fig.
3!, given by Pau1512@12exp(2krt)#exp$2mrmlAcKa@1
2exp(2krt)#%.

27 To obtain this simple analytical solutio
all kinetic rates in Eq.~1! have been assumed indepe
dent ofn ~but nonzero!, which tends to underestimate th
curvature of the ln(Pau1) vs t curve. The hypothesis tha
applied force accelerates dissociation predicts that
larger then, the smaller thekr

(n), because the force pe
bond is smaller. This leads to more bonds surviving
longer time. The nonlinearity is caused by the prese
of multiple bonds and hence, the more bonds, the gre
the curvature. Setting the cellular on-ratemrmlAckf to
zero recovers the single-exponential distribution d
cussed earlier, as required.

Lowering the site density on the chamber floor m
minimize the formation of multiple bonds by reducin
the cellular on-rate, provided that the molecules are
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309Issues in Single-Bond Binding Measurement
clustered. For multimeric molecules such as P-selec
dilution will result in lower density of multimers bu
may not reduce the number of molecules per multim
as noted earlier.

The analysis of multimeric binding requires mas
equations that are more involved than Eq.~1!. Perhaps
the simplest multimeric binding case is that of dissoc
tion of dimeric bonds, given by

B2�
k22

k12

B11R11L1⇁
k21

R21L2 ,

whereR, L, andB, respectively, denote receptor, ligan
and bond, with subscript 1 or 2 indicating monomeric
dimeric state, andk denote kinetic rates with subscript1
and 2 indicating forward and reverse reaction, respe
tively. If the cell is bound by aB1 bond att50 ~x51
case!, the free arms of the dimeric receptor and liga

FIGURE 3. Comparison of indicated theoretical detachment
curves. If governed by a single-step reaction, receptor-
expressing cells tethered to the ligand-coated flow chamber
floor by single bonds will follow first-order irreversible dis-
sociation kinetics and display a straight line in the ln „Paz1… vs
t plot „single …, with the slope equal Àk r„Ä10 sÀ1

…. By com-
parison, formation of additional bonds „with a cellular
forward-rate m rm lA ck f

0Ä0.15 sÀ1
… after the initial tethering

by the first bond results in a nonlinear detachment curve
„multiple …, although the initial slope of the curve near tÄ0
reports the correct k r value. Single bonds of a two-step re-
action scheme or dimeric bonds formed between dimeric
molecules have double-exponential lifetime distributions that
are concave or convex depending on whether the initial
bond is metastable „or monomeric, two-step 1 … or stable „or
dimeric, two-step 2 …. So are two species of single bonds
concurrently formed between two heterogeneous surfaces
„mixture …. For the kinetic rates chosen „kÀ1Ä10 sÀ1,kÀ2
Äk¿2Ä20 sÀ1,k r1Ä10 sÀ1,k r2Ä5 sÀ1,h1Äh2Ä0.5…, the non-
linearity is so mild that they appear as straight lines for the
most part. Other parameters may give rise to highly curved
detachment curves „Ref. 32….
,

~R1 and L1! may either bind to form aB2 bond ~which
brings the cell to thex52 case below! or the B1 bond
may dissociate, resulting in cell detachment from t
surface. If the cell starts with aB2 bond (x52), either
of its two arms may dissociate, bringing the cell to ca
1. The probability for the cell to remain adherent att
.0 is ~B. Marshall and C. Zhu, unpublished results!:

Paux~ t !

5H S 12
l2

k22
D l1e2l2t

l12l2
2S 12

l1

k22
D l2e2l1t

l12l2
x51

l1e2l2t2l2e2l1t

l12l2
x52

,

~2a!

where

l1,25
1
2~k211k221k12!6 1

2@~k211k221k12!2

24k21k22#1/2. ~2b!

It is evident from Fig. 3 that the ln(Paux) vs t curve is
nonlinear: concave or convex depending on whether
cell is initially bound by aB1 or B2 bond.

However, dissociation curves of reactions other th
first-order irreversible dissociation may not differ suf
ciently from those expected for single bonds. This
illustrated in Fig. 3 by two dimeric dissociation curve
calculated using Eq.~2!. As can be seen, for the kineti
rates chosen, the curves appear as fairly straight lines
the most part. It is likely that the inherent errors in th
flow chamber experiment will make it difficult to obtai
lifetime measurements that detect the small curvatu
seen in the initial portion of the theoretical curves. Th
is especially the case when both initial conditions a
present, which is likely the case in real experiment, b
cause the concave and convex curves compensate
other to give rise to an even more straight-line appe
ance. Thus, the apparent ‘‘good fit’’ of a straight line
the ln(Pa) vs t data is insufficient to ensure single bond
An example that demonstrates this point will be d
cussed shortly.

Conversely, nonlinearity in the experimental ln(Pa) vs
t curve is insufficient to rule out the possibility of sing
bonds. Single-bond interactions of complex reacti
schemes may not obey first-order irreversible dissoc
tion kinetics. Two examples are illustrated in Fig. 3. T
first is a two-step binding, given by

B�
k22

k12

RL⇁
k21

R1L,
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310 ZHU et al.
where RL stands for a metastable receptor–ligand c
plex formed in the first step before forming a stable bo
in the second step. Theoretical dissociation curves of
reaction are also given by Eq.~2!, which can differ
considerably from straight lines for certain kinetic ra
values. Multistep single-bond binding was first sugges
by Pierreset al.32 to explain the nonlinear appearance
their experimental ln(Pa) vs t curves obtained with the
flow chamber.

Concurrent binding of multispecies of receptors a
ligands between heterogeneous surfaces is another
ample that may result in nonlinearity in ln(Pa) vs t
curves. This is also shown in Fig. 3 for comparison.
this example, the dual-species dissociation curve is gi
by Pau15h1 exp(2kr1t)1h2 exp(2kr2t), where the non-
negativeh i is the fraction of thei th species satisfying
h11h251. Multispecies bindings may not be intende
but often are inevitable in experiments. To study t
molecules of interest they must be coated on the sur
of the experimental system, such as the AFM tip,
flow chamber floor, beads, or RBC. Commonly us
coating strategies, such as physisorption and biot
streptavidin coupling, immobilize molecules with ra
dom orientations, thereby creating a heterogeneous b
ing surface. Even if molecules are uniform
immobilized, other undefined species may be involv
often manifest as nonspecific bindings, which are di
cult, if not impossible, to titrate their site densitie
Given these possible causes for the lifetime histogra
to be multiexponential and the reverse rates and pro
tions of bonds of different types to be unknown, inte
pretation of such histograms can be difficult without a
ditional experimental information provided by suitab
controls.

QUANTAL BEHAVIOR

Perhaps the most appealing argument for seeing si
bonds is the appearance of quantal behavior in the m
surements of low number molecular interactions. T
was initially observed in histograms of rupture~or un-
binding! forces of biotin/avidin interactions measure
with AFM, which exhibited multiple peaks that appear
periodic.17 This kind of histogram is exemplified in Fig
4, which was obtained by the micropipette techniq
using human immunoglobulin G~IgG! coated RBC in-
teracting with CD16a-expressing Chinese hamster ov
~CHO! cells. These experiments were done in a w
similar to those described in Refs. 10 and 11. In addit
to the detection of the presence of adhesion as was d
in these previous reports, the micropipette aspirated R
picoforce transducer was used to measure the force
quired to rupture the adhesions. The histogram of 12
forces, measured from membrane elongation of the R
that was retracted at a constant rate, peaks at bins o
-

-

-

-

e
-

e

-

,

40, and 55 pN, which appear to be integer multiples o
quantal unit 18 pN@Fig. 4~A!#. The frequencies of oc-
currence of these peak forces seem to correlate with
probabilitiespn of having 1, 2, and 3 bonds@Fig. 4~A!,
inset#, calculated from the averagePau0 ~50.47! using
Poisson statistics. A subpopulation of these, 100 for
that were measured at a highPau0 ~50.76! value, re-
sulted in a histogram with the same peak locations
altered relative heights@Fig. 4~B!#. These heights again
correlate withpn , which is now redistributed toward
more likely having multiple bonds@Fig. 4~B!, inset#.
Another subpopulation of 100 forces that were measu
at a low Pau0 ~50.13! value resulted in a histogram wit
leftward shifted peak locations@Fig. 4~C!#. This is likely
due to nonspecific binding, which comprises;7% of
total binding with much smaller rupture forces.

FIGURE 4. Detachment force histograms, measured by mi-
cropipette with constant rate ramping, of IgG-coated RBC
from CD16a-expressing CHO cells, performed in a way simi-
lar to those described in Refs. 10 and 11. Inserts: Probability
distribution of bonds, p n , that mediate the observed adhe-
sions, predicted by the Poisson distribution from the mea-
sured adhesion probability, Paz0 , from the data in each
panel. „A… All data, 1200 points at an average Paz0 of 0.47. „B…

Subpopulation of A, 100 points at an average Paz0 of 0.76. „C…

Subpopulation of A, 100 points at an average Paz0 of 0.13.
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311Issues in Single-Bond Binding Measurement
One interpretation of histograms such as those sho
in Fig. 4 is based on a deterministic view: A single bo
should have a defined strength below which it wou
remain intact and above which it would fail.n bonds
would have an overall strengthn times that of the single
bond strength. Applying this view to analyze the ruptu
force histogram, the quantal unit was interpreted as
single-bond strength.17 However, such a deterministi
view may not be valid at low loading rates.53 Recently,
more and more data support a probabilistic view: No
covalent bonds dissociate stochastically, resulting in r
dom rupture forces of a broad distribution, which
governed by the force dependence of reve
rate.4,13,15,30,53Unless the loading rates are sufficient
high, there may be significant overlaps among distrib
tions of forces required to rupture clusters of differe
number of bonds, which obscures their discrimination53

The term quantal behavior is generally used to
scribe measurements that appear to behave as supe
tion of a low number of ‘‘elementary quantities.’’ In
essence, a quantal binding unit possesses invariant c
acteristics of measurements as they become less and
frequent, often resulted from the number of interactio
involved being progressively decreased. Besides the
ture force case exemplified in Fig. 4, quantal behav
has also exhibited in other forms. The point attachme
observed in the micropipette experiments behaved
quantal binding units because they appeared to form
dependently of each other and with equal probabil
regardless of how much their frequency of occurren
decreased~Fig. 1!. In the flow chamber experimen
while the frequency of cell tethering should decrea
with decreasing site density, the distribution of the o
served tether lifetimes should not change in the low s
density regime where single molecular interaction is
pected to be predominant. This kind of ‘‘quantal beha
ior’’ has indeed been observed, which has been use
argue that the observed tethering events are supporte
single bonds.2,34

However, although single bonds must behave as qu
tal binding units, quantal behavior does not necessi
single bonds. In other words, quantal behavior is a n
essary but insufficient condition for single bonds. T
reason is: There are several caveats that can critic
affect data interpretation. The questions are: Does
quantal binding unit represent the elementary bind
unit or the smallest detectable unit? Is the element
binding unit a single bond or a cluster of bonds?

MULTIMERIC INTERACTION, CLUSTERING
AND HETEROGENEOUS SURFACE

The existing criteria seem to be able to discrimina
between a single bond and isolated multiple bonds
are spatially separated. It is the case of multibond cl
si-

r-
ss

-

y

-

t

ters or multimeric bonds that these criteria fail to wor
This has been clearly demonstrated in a recent st
comparing the dissociation kinetics of tethers betwe
cells expressing either monomeric or dimeric forms
PSGL-1 and flow chamber floor coated with either m
nomeric or dimeric forms of P-selectin. Tethers su
ported by interactions between dimeric forms
P-selectin and PSGL-1 show an apparentkr that in-
creases much less rapidly with the applied force th
those supported by interactions between monome
forms of P-selectin and PSGL-1. Evidently, these d
indicate that the former tethers contain more bonds~pre-
sumably dimeric bonds! than the latter tethers~presum-
ably monomeric bonds!. Tethers supported by interac
tions between dimeric P-selectin and monomeric PSG
have an apparentkr of intermediate force sensitivity
presumably because they contain a mixture of mo
meric and dimeric bonds.37

It should be emphasized that other than the differe
in their apparent reverse rates equal lines of suppor
evidence appear to exist for them to be single-bond te
ers, namely, tethers in all cases were discrete and in
quent and appeared to follow first-order irreversible d
sociation kinetics, which appeared to be independen
the P-selectin density when it was low. Moreover, p
liminary AFM measurements indicate that although t
rupture force histograms of dimeric PSGL-1 were righ
ward shifted towards larger forces compared to those
monomeric PSGL-1, dimeric PSGL-1 histograms exh
ited a single peak rather than two peaks of integer m
tiples of the peak force of the single-peaked monome
PSGL-1 histograms, contrary to what is predicted fro
the deterministic theory of single-bond strength~B. Mar-
shall, M. Long, R. McEver, and C. Zhu, unpublishe
data!. A lesson learned from this example is that it
important to use monomeric molecules in the experim
tal preparation. It also calls for reevaluation of publish
results obtained using dimeric molecules, e.g., those
ated by replacing the Fab fragments of IgG with t
molecule of interest to make it soluble, in studies
tempting to measure single-bond interactions.

Clustering may be an evolved strategy to achie
greater effectiveness and/or higher strengthening of
hesion required by many biological functions other th
uniform molecular distribution.5,45,47,52 In addition to
multimeric interactions, other clustering mechanisms
clude microvilli with concentrated adhesion molecule
such as L-selectin20 and PSGL-1,6 at the tips and mem-
brane rafts with concentrated glycos
phosphatidylinositol-anchored proteins in glycosph
golipid and cholesterol-enriched microdomains.3 Cluster-
ing renders high local densities of receptors and
ligands that may not be lowered by decreasing the glo
or average densities, thereby likely resulting in multip
bonds, which prevent us from applying the existing c
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312 ZHU et al.
teria for single bonds. Clustering also creates surf
heterogeneity, which, like the previously discussed m
tispecies binding, may obscure data interpretation. A
other form of surface heterogeneity is surface roughn
such as microvillous, which is prevalent in nucleat
cells. The much larger dimensions of surface roughn
compared to those of the molecules may lead to th
selective presentation. Differences in the accessibility
different subpopulations of molecules may complica
interpretation based on average measurements.

RUPTURE FORCE AND EXPECTED
SINGLE-BOND STRENGTH

In an earlier example, it was the comparison betwe
the characteristics of monomeric and dimeric P-selec
PSGL-1 interactions that demonstrated that the la
could not have been single bonds. This suggests tha
most reliable criteria for determining single bonds m
be that the measured quantities match the known feat
of single bonds. Unfortunately, our journey begins fro
where single-bond properties are not known. So, one
forced to use a less rigorous criterion of requiring th
the measured quantities match the ‘‘expected’’ or ‘‘pr
dicted’’ features of single bonds. Perhaps the most co
monly used test in this regard is comparing the measu
rupture forces with the order-of-magnitude range
antigen/antibody bond strength of 10–100 pN ve
crudely estimated using a purely theoretical analysis
Bell.4 More recently, molecular dynamics simulation
were used to calculate the force required to rupture
avidin/biotin bond within the nanosecond range, whi
estimates strengths of several hundreds
piconewtons.18,21 Thus, the forces required to rupture th
CD16a/hIgG-mediated point attachments are seen f
Fig. 4 to be of the order of several tens of piconewto
with a quantized ‘‘strength’’ of;18 pN. This would then
be deemed as consistent with the predicted strength
single bonds; and it would in turn be used to argue t
the point attachments are supported by single bon
Obviously, evidence like this is circumstantial at best

EFFECTS OF SENSITIVITY CUTOFF

All adhesion sensors have a sensitivity cutoff; t
smallest binding unit a sensor could detect may app
infrequently but may still be composed of multip
bonds. Thus, a critical requirement for single-bond m
surements is to use an adhesion sensor sufficiently
sitive such that not even interactions as weak and
short lived as those mediated by a single bond would
undetected. The question is, how can one be certain
this is the case?

The sensitivity of an adhesion detector includes t
aspects: the smallest detectable force and the minim
,

e

s

f

.

r

-

t

time required for detection. The rupture force and lif
time of a bond are believed to be broadly distribut
random variables.53 Moreover, there are extensive ove
laps among the rupture force/lifetime of adhesions m
diated by a single, double, triple,..., bonds~Fig. 4!.
Therefore, as the adhesion detector gradually loses
sensitivity, it would miss more and more weak and sho
lived adhesion events. This line of reasoning sugges
simple test for the adequacy of the adhesion detector
check the dependence of the occurrence frequency of
detectable events on the sensitivity threshold. The lack
changes in the adhesion probability with the chang
sensitivity cutoff after it has been tuned sufficiently lo
is considered as evidence that most single bonds co
not have gone undetected.51

The above approach is analogous to the filter
method employed by electrophysiologists in sing
channel analysis where the lack of change in the curr
histogram when signals are filtered at different freque
cies is considered as indicative that a single channe
recorded. The same technique can be applied to lifet
analysis with the flow chamber. Here, limited time res
lution may lead to missing the fast dissociating comp
nent, yielding a straight line in an otherwise two-segme
ln(Pa) vs t curve. The resulting straight line may repr
sent the steady-state detachment of multibond tether
the slowly dissociating component of a dual-step or du
species binding~Fig. 3!.33 Indeed, using a high-spee
camera to collect data, Smithet al. have revealed faste
off rates of selectin/ligand binding than those estima
from data obtained using standard video rate came
suggesting previous measurements were not single-b
events.40

Similar to comparing parameters evaluated from d
collected with different detector sensitivities, anoth
strategy is to compare the same parameter evaluate
different methods. For example, for a single-exponen
distribution characteristic of the first-order irreversib
dissociation kinetics,kr can be estimated from either th
negative slope of the ln(Pau1) vs t line, the reciprocal
average, 1/^t&, or reciprocal standard deviation, 1/s(t),
of lifetimes. Comparison among these three estima
would thus provide a test for the single-bond hypothes
Similar tests can be performed using the presum
single-bond strength derived from the force histogra
that exhibits the quantal force characteristic, discus
earlier, or from the relationship between the mean a
variance of random forces that follow a Poiss
distribution.48

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have examined the supporting evidence and ca
ats for single-bond measurements. Existing criteria
pear able to discriminate between single and multi
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313Issues in Single-Bond Binding Measurement
bonds if the latter are spatially isolated~hence, can be
diluted! and of a simple kinetic mechanism~e.g., first-
order irreversible dissociation!. The remaining difficulties
are mainly concerned with complex binding schem
multimeric interactions, clustering, and heterogene
surfaces. These have to be addressed with proper ex
mental design and careful controls. It seems reason
to conclude that no single criterion is sufficient for
formal proof that single-binding events are actually o
served. However, the cumulative body of evidence m
provide reasonable confidence.
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